TIMCON WEEKLY INDUSTRY COVID 19 UPDATE:
TIMCON will be providing an industry round up of COVID 19 developments. Our members are key to keeping the
supply chain going and ensuring food and medicines are supplied to the public in the UK and the Republic of
Ireland.
TIMCON is liaising with HM Government and other related bodies and organisations on the situation on the front
line
of the timber packaging, pallet and forest-based industry. We would like to hear from you on what issues you
are currently facing to allow us to feed this back to Government.
Contact Stuart Hex at info@timcon.org

Issue 2 – 15th April 2020
Government update:


Government advice on keeping businesses open (Courtesy of the British Woodworking Federation):
On Wednesday 8th April the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, Alok Sharma, published an
open letter to the manufacturing sector.
To summarise:
 He emphasises that ‘there is no restriction on manufacturing continuing under the current rules’, which
means that manufacturers can continue to operate as long as they abide by the latest guidance from
Public Health England on operating safely in the workplace;
 He acknowledges that the manufacturing sector plays ‘a critical part of’ the UK economy and that the
country needs ‘support’ from the sector to ‘keep supply chains moving and key workers mobile, as well
as to protect the economy as much as possible.
The full letter can be downloaded here: https://builduk.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Secretary-of-State-Letter-to-UK-Manufacturing-Sector.pdf

 HSE:
COVID-19 Webpages
Please see below the link to HSE’s website for the most recent information and advice regarding the
coronavirus outbreak. On this page you’ll find a specific heading relating to social distancing, as well as
a number of other areas relevant to COVID-19 and the workplace. Go to:
https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/coronavirus.htm
Regulating occupational health and safety during the coronavirus outbreak
As Britain’s statutory regulator of occupational health and safety The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has
taken action to ensure that our important role continues effectively as the COVID-19 situation unfolds. These
actions are being guided by the specific needs and characteristics of the various sectors we regulate and in line
with advice from the UK Government, Public Health England, Public Health Wales and Health Protection
Scotland.
HSE recognises the threat presented by COVID-19 to industry, our staff, and the broader community and in
recognition of this we have transitioned our workforce to operate remotely. For more info, go to:
https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/hse-regulatory-activity-during-coronavirus.htm


Republic of Ireland:
The Department for Business, Innovation and Enterprise, and the Department of Defence have been lobbied in
relation to the timber industry.
National COVID-19 restrictions have been extended until 5th May.



DEFRA COVID-19 Industry Group
It was reported that there is frustration among the industry with mixed messages from Government. Questions
around what is essential/acceptable work? There has been stronger advice from the Scottish and Welsh
governments and there is immense pressure on businesses from staff on social media to address these
concerns.
There hasn’t been any update yet on Furlough guidelines from the Treasury. There is some concern within the
industry that Government may renege on the furlough offers if it proves too costly,
It was suggested that Government guidance be developed similar to that with Brexit, where companies can
answer a questionnaire and gain the advice they need as currently there are multiple sources.
A new Government package had been announced in Wales. Which is offering £500million in funding to help our
businesses.

Other information


Coillte
Supply of small logs are still going strong. Sawmills are benefiting from being classed as essential workers, but as
the construction industry is largely closed, they can only cut a certain amount of palletwood to compensate.
There are 8 primary large sawmills in Ireland, all of them do pallet wood and all are trying to maintain market share
as best they can. One or two mills had suspended their operations temporarily, but one has since reopened due to
strong pallet demand.

Coillte report no shortage of logs or felling licences and are working with the forest service to ensure the required
volume licenced for the industry. Where there are some small issues regionally, Coillte have a mechanism in place
to resource these regions to free up any bottlenecks that occur at a local level. 600,000 cubic metres of small logs
has been produced (figure does not include the private sector) and Coillte will continue to make volume available
to customers.
Coillte is in constant contact with mills to get a continuing picture of supply, respond to developments and ensure
they have the timber supply they need.
Orders for pallet are strong and there has been no mention of anyone stopping pallet production.
In terms of delivering material to the UK, Coillte currently see no issues in regard to the pallet sector but
construction is currently problematic.
(The following is courtesy of the British Woodworking Federation):



Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS)
It is expected that the CJRS online system will be launched on 20th April 2020. The system is currently being
tested and it is reported to be able to handle 450,000 claims per hour. Employers can expect to receive their
furlough grant within 4-6 days of submitting their claim and the first payments are due to come thorough by the
end of April.
The BWF have a comprehensive page dedicated CJRS FAQ’s
– visit https://www.bwf.org.uk/covid-19-faqs/coronavirus-job-retention-scheme to find out more.



CONFOR Working Safely, Working Responsibly
Confor has launched a social media campaign featuring workers across the wood supply chain, explaining why
and how they keep working during Covid-19 and how they make sure they comply with latest health guidance.
This is a public facing campaign - help us get the word out and share our videos on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
http://www.confor.org.uk/covid-19/messages-from-our-workforce/



Timber Trade Federation Reports Decrease in Demand
The TTF reports the timber trade is facing a significant decrease in demand for products according to a TTF
survey of members, with more than 60% of respondents now accessing the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
(CJRS).
This reflects construction sites closing around the country, with the new build sector particularly impacted as
major house builders such as Persimmon choose to shutter operations.
While the Government has issued calls to keep construction sites open where safe working conditions can be
respected, in Scotland the First Minister has called on sites to close, as has the Mayor of London.

Respondents to the survey reflected this with ‘uncertainty’ the biggest concern for their respective companies
and the industry. Many also felt the financial stability of the economy was under threat. Most respondents have
reacted positively to the Government support so far provided, with almost three quarters saying that it was
helpful.
As well as the CJRS, almost half of respondents were seeking to defer their tax payments with HMRC. Only a
quarter were currently seeking to access the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme.
However, this may increase due to disruption to cash flow. Almost 70% of respondents are now reporting
changes in payment practices from customers or suppliers since the outbreak began. It is clearly not business as
normal. Individual responses from members showed most expect to be facing disruption for at minimum six
months, and widespread concerns about problems being pushed up the supply chain.
Members were confident about the general resilience of their businesses. While all expected this period to be
financially tight in the short term, they remain confident in the longer term.
The Government could further assist in this period by providing temporary holidays on employment taxes, or
with other bills such as rent, or support to pay staff via subsidised wage scheme.
The Timber Trade Federation is also advocating for continued support when businesses do reopen, as it may be
some months before there is a return to pre-COVID levels of activity. This could include bringing forward
scheduled programmes of prepared maintenance and construction to stimulate the repair, maintenance and
improvement (RMI) market.

CURRENT INDUSTRY SITUATION AS OF 15th APRIL 2020:
Demand for pallets and wood-packaging products remains mixed, but for new pallets is down 40 – 50% due to the
collapse in demand from construction. Currently no significant issues with wood supply.
The governments’ positions on status of the construction sector as a necessary business continues to vary, however
most major ‘non-critical’ construction projects now seem to have halted in all administrations due to the decisions of
employers. As a result most sawmills and panel mills have substantially reduced activity for all products except
pallets, packaging and fencing.
A mixed picture on the demand-side, with substantial declines in demand for new pallets for construction materials,
but strong demand for repairs and pallets for fast moving consumer goods. Overall, Timcon estimates that demand
for new pallets has dropped by 40 – 50%.
The sector is concerned about wood supply being an inhibitor to recovery once economic activity (especially
construction) re-starts.

Effects of COVID-19 Around the EU (short summaries) (courtesy of FEFPEB):
For European information on COVID-19 go to www.fefpeb.eu . The latest FEFPEB Newsletter can be found
here.
PACKAGING

Generally the wooden packaging sector has been hit very hard especially in Italy and Spain.
PALLETS
France
FEFPEB European information has been used with the French Ministry and this had been very helpful. Many
sawmills closed 2 weeks ago but several have re-opened. There is no pressure on pallet timber supply/prices in
France. There is a severe lack of used pallets in Western France.
Portugal
There is high demand for timber and pallets but there are some signs of slowing.
The Netherlands
Pallet factories operating normally but export packing is very depressed.
Germany
HPE reported that of the 16 states only 3 have declared pallets and packaging as essential. The others are
prevaricating and this is a major problem. The pallet pools are very concerned about the situation and want to assist
HPE. There is major business restarting with China.
Italy
Pallet production is already down 17%, there are delays in sourcing timber and there is a serious shortage of
workers. Many customers operations are completely closed and only those in the essential sectors remain open.
Spain
Pallet manufacture is ok for the moment but lightweight packaging is very difficult.
It was agreed that FEFPEB will continue to issue the information to assist each country to ensure that pallets and
packaging are accepted by Government as essential for the supply chain.

